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Humans experience different danger situations every
day and encounter many hazards consciously or unconsciously; sometimes they have to do things with high
risk, for example, driving has many probable dangers,
but it is unlikely to find a person who does not drive
[1, 2]. The term “risk” have different origins in different
cultures and its origin could not be determined clearly,
thus people can perceive it differently. This word is often
used in everyday common words. Any individual uses
this term on the basis of the importance of the subject
and how it can be challenged [3-5].
In the 1980s and 1990s, the concept of danger was
confined to the field of natural disasters and disaster
management was meant to limit the extent of the consequences and the vulnerability to hazards [6]. However
later on, the term “risk” was used in various areas such
as natural disasters, human disasters (including; crime,
health-related consequences, traffic accidents, air pollution and terror), different sciences (including insurance
and economics, psychology and statistics) [5-10]. The
risk in any field has a different meaning, for example,
“risk” in economic fields refers to both benefit and loss
[6, 8]. The term “risk” in technological fields is defined
as a deadly threat [5], so that in the industrial countries
if the risks of various chemical plants left unmanaged,
besides deadly pollutions to the water resources and
the environment, the economic losses will be enormous
[11]. This issue has made risk assessment and appraisal
one of the important aspects of the industrial management, because incidents due to safety breaches, especially in Industrial technologies (for example, in the oil
and gas industries) left catastrophic effects on human
and environment [5, 12].
This term in some areas, such as traffic accidents is
used as a risk factor (risk factors such as age and gender) affecting the occurrence of adverse event (the crash)
[13] that usually has drawn little attention [14]. McNeil
believes that the word “risk” means uncertainty, because

the occurrence of major crises such as hurricanes, global
economic crisis, earthquakes, floods and multiple fires,
are partly associated with conditions of uncertainty, in a
way that humans cannot fully predict the time of their
occurrences [5]. The important challenge in the field of
health is the different perception of this term in the industrial sciences and health fields in the events and disasters. Sometimes words like danger and hazards are
used differently [6, 7]. Therefore, risk definition seems
simple and understandable, but in reality it has its own
complexity. Although accepting danger is due to the nature of the job and social responsibilities, such as fire
extinguisher, police, rescue teams; outweighing benefits
over losses, or seemingly slight danger, but one of the
most important reasons of accepting danger and risk is
the lack of sufficient awareness [8, 9].
All risk concepts have a prerequisite which is the contingency of human actions. People, organizations, and
society have a variety of options to conduct their activities. Each choice of action has positive and negative consequences. Analyzing risks can help people choose options that their advantages outweighs disadvantages [10].
Hyogo framework for action (2005) has introduced
knowledge and education one of the five components
needed to reduce the dangers of disasters and consolidate the resilience of societies [11]. Education and promoting the awareness and understanding of the communities is so important that it has been considered one of
the domains of Sendai framework [12]. However, the
level of danger knowledge (level of awareness) depends
to a large extent to the quantity and quality of available information as well as people’s different perceptions of the danger. Danger perception is the important
and decisive component of people’s behaviors in time
of dangers. Public awareness of disasters and disasters
knowledge has direct influence on people’s attitudes and
behaviors [10].
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Based on what was discussed, having a common language and perception of danger is necessary. As the prerequisite for proper understanding of danger is sufficient
education and training, the need for education is completely felt [13]. That is why policy makers and individuals interested in the field of traffic safety always support
training plans, general information, and campaigns that
can change the attitude of road users, because change
in attitude is considered a prerequisite to promote safety
precautions against traffic injuries, and the relationship
between the change of attitude and events has been already documented [14].
In sum, the term ”risk” has different meanings in the
fields of industrial sciences, public health, and health in
disasters and accidents, so it is necessary to create a common language in this regard, as a common understanding
of a term, subject, object, or situation could significantly
influence in creating a common attitude, and as a result
similar behavior. It can be said the consensus over the
application of the words; danger, hazard, and risk must
be reached and be educated at all ages and levels.
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